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Six complementary civil society organisations prominent in the fields of Juvenile and 
Family Justice systems are jointly convening the 2018 World Congress on Justice for Children 

from 28th to 30th of May 2018 at UNESCO House in Paris to consider several pressing concerns 
within Juvenile and Family Justice and the phenomenon of violent extremism. This paper 

provides a background to the issues involved and an introduction to the subjects to be 
discussed over the three days of the Congress. Significantly, the World Congress enjoys the 

haut patronage of the Director General of UNESCO. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) inspired            
worldwide reforms to youth and family justice systems and guided the process for dealing              
with children in contact with the law in a specific and specialised manner. In spite of those                 
advances, the world has not stood still: and youth and family justice systems now need to                
be strengthened to consolidate progress made so far, and to equip them to deal with               
current and evolving challenges. Children have particular vulnerabilities related to their           
young age and to the context in which they grow up. Youth and family justice systems                
need to continually develop to be able to address every child’s unique situation and              
ensure their protection in line with international standards. In recent years, children and             
families faced with extreme violence have become an increasing cause for concern and,             
therefore, a priority for governments.  

Addressing juveniles’ unique situations and their protection under international         
child law in the current context 

As the International Agenda and recent events demonstrate, the issue of extreme            
violence, which may be conducive or linked to different forms of extremism, has             
increasingly become a priority for the different regions of the globe. Several reports by              
international institutions all underline how much of a priority the prevention of violent             
extremism and the development of effective disengagement programmes, fully respecting          
the Rights of the Child, are. As underlined by the recent ‘UN Secretary-General Plan of               
Action to Prevent Violent Extremism’, violent extremism is a diverse phenomenon, without            
clear definition. It is neither new nor exclusive to any region, nationality or system of belief.                
However, little consideration has been given to children or underage juveniles and their             
families’ involvement, perhaps because procedures and policies have to be adapted to fit             
their particular needs and risk factors. 
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Promoting and strengthening juvenile and family justice systems to face evolving           
challenges. 
 

The way child suspects, for whatever reason, are treated needs to be considered in              
relation to the particular impact it may have on suspected girls and boys under 18, who                
are children before they are suspects. Children engaged in violent extremism are faced             
with several additional dangers compared to adults, and criminal policies cannot simply be             
applied to them as if they were adults. In this context juvenile and family justice agencies                
as well as practitioners and social actors from many countries have expressed a pressing              
need for support to help them to identify, prevent and deal with children and young adults’                
engagement in violent extremism.  

 
Children’s rights, participation and inclusion 
 

The rights of children are protected by several international instruments. It is well             
known that the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) has been ratified by                
191 countries. Despite this, it is often and reasonably asked, does legislation passed by              
States make sure that child and family justice systems are child-focused? Does this             
domestic legislation and its implementation reflect the UNCRC Article 3 with its imperative             
that the ‘best interests’ of the child are the primary consideration? Are children’s voices              
and their participation clearly heard and facilitated?  

Criminology, psychology and neuroscience have confirmed that active participation         
by a child in criminal judicial proceedings is key to preventing offending and recidivism and               
to promoting inclusion so that they grow up to be responsible citizens. It is also known                
that some children are subject to proceedings in both criminal and civil proceedings, but is               
the voice of the child in need of care and protection taken into account? Are professionals                
sufficiently well trained to receive it? 

There is a growing awareness and body of evidence that not involving children and              
young people and listening carefully to their voices can lead to disaffection, to a sense of                
alienation and defeat disengagement programmes. It is also known that some children are             
subject to proceedings in both criminal and civil proceedings. 
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II. THE 2018 WORLD CONGRESS ON JUSTICE FOR CHILDREN  
 

These considerations and other challenges affecting children have prompted a          
consortium of six international organisations, active in the field of juvenile and family             
justice and in the prevention of violence and extremism, to work together to organise this               
2018 World Congress on Justice for Children: “Strengthening Justice Systems for           
Children: Challenges, including disengagement from violent extremism”, which will         
be held at  UNESCO House in Paris, France from 28th to 30th May 2018.  

Organisers: 

The event is being organised by a consortium of international organisations           
composed of : 

● The International Association of Youth and Family Judges and Magistrates          
(IAYFJM), 

● Terre des hommes Foundation (Tdh), 
● Penal Reform International (PRI) along with  
● Child Rights International Network (CRIN),  
● Defence for Children International (DCI),  
● The Judicial Training Institute of Belgium (IGO- IFJ). 

 
The World Congress is supported by the Information for All Programme (IFAP) of             

UNESCO, with the collaboration of the Belgian French-speaking and German-speaking          
Commissions for UNESCO. 

 
Objectives: 
 
The World Congress on Justice for children will review the progress made in ensuring the               
rights of children are globally effective and will seek to identify practical approaches to              
encourage disengagement from antisocial behaviour. It will look critically at recent           
research in criminology and neuroscience suggesting that the active participation of           
children in judicial proceedings is a key to steering them away from recidivism and              
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extremism as well as protecting them from harm. It will consider the role of the family as a                  
key actor in all interventions affecting children. 

 
The World Congress aims to bring together from all over the world, judges,             

magistrates, prosecutors, defence lawyers, experts, professionals, representatives of        
public agencies, institutions and universities specialised in justice systems for children and            
their families, in order to discuss the latest developments in the field and to enhance better                
coordination to tackle crucial issues and future challenges.  

 
The Congress also aims to train and raise the awareness of various professionals             

and stakeholders from across the world on current issues related to the voice of the child                
in juvenile and family justice and in the prevention of offending and violent extremism. 
 
Content:  
 

The 2018 World Congress on Justice for Children will focus mainly on the different              
global trends in juvenile and family justice including children’s involvement in violent            
extremism and the most innovative validated responses to this phenomenon. More           
generally, it will pay special attention to defining effective ways to reduce juvenile             
offending and recidivism, and to improving protection and early prevention mechanisms           
for vulnerable children. 

Over the three days, speakers will present strategies and experiences to           
strengthen juvenile and family justice systems around the world, by proposing           
concrete and promising practices concerning child protection, youth crime prevention,          
diversion and alternative programmes to detention, aftercare and reintegration. 

 
Three major issues will be addressed: 

● The global trend towards children’s involvement in violent extremism and possible           
responses, 

● The need for more effective ways to reduce juvenile offending and recidivism,  
● How to improve protection mechanisms for vulnerable children, including early          

prevention. 
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The World Congress will focus on the following themes:  
● Making the rights of children effective worldwide, 
● Access to justice for and participation of children in formal, hybrid and informal             

justice systems, 
● Improving the interface between youth justice and child protection systems, 
● Examining the use of child detention and promoting the use of non-custodial            

measures worldwide, 
● Practical approaches to reducing violent extremism and effective responses to it, 
● The latest findings from research in criminology and neuroscience. 
 

  
In the light of Sustainable Development Goal 16 which aims to            

promote access to justice for all, the World Congress will promote           
the sharing of experiences and knowledge among all attendees and          
participants, through debates in plenary sessions and workshops. The         
working languages are English, French, Spanish and Arabic. 
 

Global Study on Children Deprived of Liberty: 
 

The World Congress is also an opportunity to contribute to the UN Global Study on               
Children Deprived of their Liberty. The United Nations (UN) General Assembly, by            
resolution 69/157, invited the UN Secretary-General to commission an in-depth global           
study on children deprived of liberty. On 25 October 2016, the Secretary General             
welcomed the selection of Manfred Nowak as Independent Expert to lead the new global              
study on the situation of children deprived of liberty. Nowak works in close cooperation              
with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and various other UN              
agencies (such as UNICEF, UNODC, UNHCR) as well as engaged NGOs. As leading             
research institute, the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Human Rights will coordinate the joint             
research efforts. 
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WHAT IS DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR CHILDREN? 

Every person, including every child, has the human right to personal liberty. Deprivation of              
liberty is defined as any form of detention, imprisonment and placement in a custodial              
setting“ from which that person is not permitted to leave at will”. Nearly every country in                
the world is party to the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, which                 
states that if a child should be detained, it may only be as a measure of last resort and for                    
the shortest period of time. Childhood is a formative time in everyone’s life. Freedom and               
personal liberty are essential elements of a healthy and happy childhood. Depriving            
children of their liberty will leave a mark – in their lives and in society. 
 
The core objectives of the Global Study are to:  

● Assess the magnitude of this phenomenon, including the number of children           
deprived of liberty (broken down by age, gender, ethnic, social and national origin,             
disability and other grounds), as well as the reasons invoked, the root-causes, type             
and length of deprivation of liberty and places of detention; 

● Document good practices and capture the views and experiences of children to            
inform the Global Study’s recommendations; 

● Promote a change in stigmatizing attitudes and behaviour towards children at risk            
or who are deprived of liberty; and 

● Provide recommendations for law, policy and practice to safeguard the rights of            
children concerned, and prevent and significantly reduce the number of children           
deprived of liberty through effective non-custodial alternatives, guided by the best           
interest of the child. 

 

WHAT ARE THE CORE OBJECTIVES OF THE UN GLOBAL STUDY? 

1. To bridge the data gap on the unknown number of children deprived of liberty               
worldwide. 

2. To raise awareness about the risks of deprivation of liberty for children and society as a                 
whole and promote a change in stigmatizing attitudes and behaviour towards children            
concerned 
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3. To collect best practices and develop recommendations for law, policy and practice to              
safeguard the rights of children concerned, and prevent as well as significantly reduce the              
number of children deprived of liberty through effective non-custodial alternatives  

 

WHY HOLD REGIONAL CONSULTATIONS FOR THE UN GLOBAL STUDY? 
 
The consultations shall raise awareness for the problem of children deprived of liberty and              
the need for a Global Study. They seek to contribute to the assessment of the global                
magnitude of this phenomenon, the reasons invoked, root-causes, type and length of            
deprivation of liberty. The participants are encouraged to share their experiences and            
provide examples of promising practices and innovative alternative approaches aimed at           
reducing the number of children deprived of liberty. The outcome of these consultations             
will feed into the UN Global Study and its final recommendations to be presented at the                
UN General Assembly’s 74th session in October 2019. 
 
UNODC presentation of the recent handbook on Children Recruited and Exploited           
by Terrorist and Violent Extremist Groups: the Role of the Justice System  1

  
The World Congress is also an opportunity for co-organisers and UNODC to strengthen             
their cooperation with a view to supporting Governments in overcoming the challenges            
related to new phenomenon of children involved with terrorist and violent extremist            
groups. UNODC contributes to the World Congress, the presentation of its new Handbook             
on Children recruited and Exploited by Terrorist and Violent Extremist Groups, as well as              
the work the Office has been carrying out at international, regional and national levels with               
the objective to strengthen partnerships for advancing policy reform in this area. 

The World Congress on Justice for Children is a timely opportunity to raise global              
awareness on one of the major contemporary challenges related to the protection of             
children from violence: child recruitment by terrorist and violent extremist groups. Amongst            
the relevant national, regional, and global policies and measures developed in recent            

1 UNODC is most grateful to the Governments of Austria, Canada, Denmark and Switzerland for the financial support 
for the development and translation of the Handbook 
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years to address this dramatic phenomenon, the World Congress is proud to feature the              
presentation of the new UNODC Handbook “Children Recruited and Exploited by Terrorist            
and Violent Extremist Groups: the Role of the Justice System”. As the first instrument to               
provide international legal and policy guidance on this area of work, the Handbook has              
become an important resource to support policy-makers and professionals around the           
world. 

Children recruited and exploited by terrorist and violent extremist groups are often victims             
of extreme violence, including ferocious recruitment methods, enslavement, sexual         
exploitation, exposure to constant fear, indoctrination and psychological pressure. While          
not all children recruited and exploited by terrorist and violent extremist groups are in              
contact with the justice system, often actors working within that system are the first ones               
to have contact with them. For this reason, they have an undeniable responsibility to              
protect, respect and fulfil children’s rights, to prevent re-victimization and to take actions to              
ensure that other systems provide suitable responses. 

WHAT ARE THE GOALS OF THE HANDBOOK? 

Based on its longstanding expertise in the areas of violence against children and counter-              
terrorism, and prompted by an increasing number of technical assistance requests,           
UNODC has been providing specialized technical assistance to support Member States in            
dealing with the phenomenon of child recruitment and exploitation by terrorist and violent             
extremist groups. The complexity of the subject matter and the multilayered challenges it             
presents highlights the need for international guidance to promote a coherent and            
comprehensive approach to the treatment of these children. 

The elaboration of the Handbook was informed by three key sets of objectives: 

● Preventing the recruitment of children by terrorist and violent extremist groups 
● Identifying effective justice responses to children recruited and exploited by such           

groups, whether they are in contact with the justice system as victims, witnesses,             
or as alleged offenders 

● Promoting the rehabilitation and reintegration of those children. 
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WHO DOES THE HANDBOOK ADDRESS? 

The publication is addressed to law and policymakers and to practitioners dealing directly             
with children recruited and exploited by terrorist and violent extremist groups. The            
Handbook offers guidance on the multiple legal frameworks related to this issue and their              
applicability, and on measures aimed at preventing and responding to the recruitment and             
exploitation of children by terrorist and violent extremist groups. The publication also            
provides directions for the identification of promising practices and for promoting           
interoperability between the justice system and other systems. 
 
WHAT METHODOLOGY TO DEVELOP THE HANDBOOK? 
 
The development of the Handbook required multidisciplinary expertise to tackle issues           2

from different fields, including counter- terrorism, justice for children and violence against            
children. 
The analysis and case studies presented are based on the following sources: 

● International legal instruments that are relevant to the issue of children recruited            
and exploited by terrorist and violent extremist groups. 

● National legislation of selected countries relevant to child rights, including the           
juvenile justice framework, as well as to counter-terrorism, and their interaction. 

● Promising policies and practices related to prevention, justice measures for          
children who are victims and/or alleged offenders, reintegration programmes, and          
monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. 

Memorandum of Neuchatel 

Memorandum of Neuchatel, address the emerging questions regarding children involved          
in terrorism, and the different phases of criminal justice responses, which include            
prevention, investigation, prosecution, sentencing, and reintegration. 

2 Developed under the Global Programme on Violence against Children in the Field of Crime Prevention and Criminal 
Justice 
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International Association of Youth and Family Judges and Magistrates (IAYFJM)          
Guidelines on Children in Contact  with the Justice System 

How should children be treated when they come into contact with the justice system? That               
is the central question addressed by IAYFJM in its Guidelines on Children in Contact with               
the Justice System released in May 2017. They have been designed so as to be used in                 
all countries.They cover all interventions of Justice Systems whether prior, pending or            
following judicial interventions. All matters involving children are included be they criminal,            
child protection, family, administrative or other matters.They are intended for practitioners           
whose professional activities are devoted to children and justice as well as for policy              
makers, legislators and all others who are interested in children and their rights. 

Prison Reform International (PRI) Briefing on Children and violent extremism 

This briefing gives an overview of what the international and regional standards say             
regarding the care and treatment of children who are suspected, or convicted, of violent              
extremist- related offences. 
Please find the full briefing on our website www.penalreform.org. 

Terre des hommes (Tdh) 

Radicalism, violent extremism and terrorism, sit at the forefront of today’s policy            
discussions, in both Arab and non-Arab states. Characteristic of today’s violent extremist            
networks is the disproportionate participation of youth. In response, this report offers a             
different framework for preventing violent extremism by promoting a more integrated and            
resilience youth society. 
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III. THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 
  
The Scientific Committee of the World Congress on Justice for Children is composed of              
international experts, coming from five continents, who support the development of the            
Congress programme and the selection of the speakers and workshops. The Committee            
is chaired by Justice Renate Winter, Chairperson of the United Nations Convention on the              
Rights of the Child Committee.  

Chair of the Scientific Committee:  Justice Renate Winter - Austria 

Justice Renate Winter is Chair of the Committee on         
the Rights of the Child. Justice Winter was appointed         
by the Secretary-General of the United Nations to the         
Special Court for Sierra Leone in 2002. She served as          
its Acting President from March to May 2004 and in          
May 2008, she was elected President. She is the         
current president of the RSCSL (Residual Court of        

Sierra Leone). In 1981, Judge Winter became a judge at the Vienna Youth Court, where               
she undertook projects to help rehabilitate youths with problems of drug addiction and             
mental disability. Justice Winter has also worked for the United Nations on projects related              
to youth and child soldiers, including in numerous African and Latin America countries,             
and has dealt with issues of organized crime and restorative justice. Justice Winter served              
as an international judge of the Supreme Court of Kosovo, as part of the United Nations                
interim civilian administration. Throughout the 1990s, Justice Winter chaired numerous          
international conferences on matters relating to juvenile justice and gender-related justice           
issues. She is the former President of the International Association of Youth and Family              
Court Judge and she is currently working with UNODC on terrorist matters concerning             
children. 
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Muhammad Imman Ali – Bangladesh 

Honourable Justice Muhammad Imman Ali was educated in        
the UK where he did his schooling and completed his law           
degree, LLM and qualified as a Barrister-at-Law. He received         
the Duke of Edinburgh Scholarship for the Call to the Bar by            
the Honourable Society of the Inner Temple. He has practiced          
law in both Bangladesh and the UK. He was elevated as a            
Judge to the Supreme Court of Bangladesh, High Court         
Division in February 2001 and Appellate Division in February         
2011. He was Deputy Attorney General for Bangladesh from         

September 1998 to February 2001. His book, “Towards a Justice Delivery System for             
Children in Bangladesh”, was published by UNICEF in 2010. He has also written a chapter               
on the new Children Act 2013 in the book “Justice for Children in Bangladesh” by Najrana                
Imaan published by Save the Children. Several of his articles on justice for children have               
been published. He has lectured at the Judicial Administration Training Institute training            
judges of the subordinate judiciary and lectured at the Legal Education Training Institute             
and Aparajayo Bangladesh, training lawyers and other relevant actors on the Children Act             
and other relevant instruments. Justice Ali has also been involved in training organised by              
IOM for police personnel, government officials and other actors involved in dealing with             
victims of trafficking. He was engaged in training Judges, Prosecutors and Police in             
Armenia on juvenile justice. In September 2017, he took part in the training of Trainers of                
the Judiciary of the Maldives on the subject of Juvenile Justice. He has attended many               
national and international conferences, seminars and workshops on International Law and           
Human Rights, and has a particular interest in justice for children. 
 
Ann Skelton – South Africa 

Professor Ann Skelton has worked as a children’s rights         
lawyer in South Africa for 25 years. She has effectively lobbied           
for the rights of children in the criminal justice system          
throughout her career. She chaired the SA Law Reform         
Committee that drafted the Child Justice Act, and led a UN           
technical assistance project to prepare for its implementation.        
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Ann is currently the Director of the Centre for Child Law, University of Pretoria. She is an                 
advocate who often appears in the South African superior courts arguing children’s rights             
issues in public interest law matters – such as Centre for Child Law v Minister of Justice                 
(which abolished minimum sentences and life imprisonment for children) and J v National             
Director of Public Prosecutions (which abolished automatic placement of child offenders           
on the sex offenders register). She has published widely on child law both locally and               
internationally, and is acknowledged as an expert in the field by various UN bodies. She               
was involved in the drafting of the Model Law on Juvenile Justice for the UNODC in                
Vienna in 2013. Ann was recently elected as a member of the UN Committee on the                
Rights of the Child, her term of office starting in 2017. 

 

Ton Liefaard – The Netherlands 

Professor Dr. Ton Liefaard holds the UNICEF Chair in         
Children’s Rights at Leiden University, Leiden Law School. He         
teaches children’s rights, child law and juvenile justice from an          
international and comparative perspective and has published       
widely on the meaning of the UN Convention on the Rights of            
the Child and related international and regional instruments for         
the position of children at the national level. He is the           
programme director of the Master Programme      
(LL.M) Advanced Studies in International Children's Rights. He     
also coordinates the Leiden Summer School on       

International Children's Rights. He has received the award for best lecturer of Leiden Law            
School in 2015. Ton Liefaard is a honorary juvenile judge at the District Court of              
Amsterdam and was a member of the Government Committee on the Reassessment of            
Parenthood (Staatscommissie Herijking Ouderschap) advising the Dutch Government on         
changing parental relationships and the position of children. On the 1st of October 2016              
he was appointed as a member of the Council for the Administration of Criminal Justice               
and Protection of Juveniles. He regularly works as a consultant for international            
organizations, including agencies of the United Nations, the Council of Europe and the             
European Union, on issues related to children’s rights, juvenile justice, child friendly            
justice, child protection, alternative care and violence against children. 
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Jean Pierre Lafitte - France 

Jean Pierre Lafitte is a Prosecutor and head of         
mission to the French Interministerial Committee for       
the Prevention of Delinquency (CIPD). The      
Interministerial Committee for the Prevention of      
Delinquency and Radicalization (CIPDR) sets the      
policy strategies for the French government in the field         
of crime prevention and radicalization and ensures its        
implementation. It is chaired by the French Prime        

Minister, and by delegation, by the French Ministry of the Interior: it brings together 14               
ministries. 

 

Mary Beloff - Attorney General on Criminal Policy and Human Rights, Argentina 

Professor Mary Beloff is a leading academic figure        
as well as a recognized activist in the field of          
children’s rights and juvenile justice throughout Latin       
America. She developed the first curricula and       
taught the first juvenile justice course at the        
University of Buenos Aires (UBA) Law School. Prof.        
Beloff, as Chair of Criminal Law and Criminal        
Procedure at the UBA Law School, continues       
teaching courses on children's rights, juvenile justice,       
gender and criminal law, and other related courses.        
She created the first clinical program on children’s        
rights at the University of Buenos Aires and was         
appointed as a child rights specialist at the        

Inter-American commission on Human Rights. Prof. Beloff has been a visiting professor in             
numerous Latin-American universities and has coordinated various research studies in          
children’s rights and juvenile justice. As legal advisor and human rights activist, she has              
been deeply involved in the process of adopting the UN Convention on the Rights of the                
Child (CRC) and the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women             
(CEDAW) at the domestic level through legal and institutional reforms all around the             
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region. Prof. Beloff is responsible for drafting many of the modern Latin-American            
legislation on child protection and juvenile justice. She was delegated with the            
responsibilities of providing continuing education to judges, prosecutors, public defenders          
and various NGOs’ members for years. She has served as a consultant to various Latin               
American governments, international organizations, such as UNICEF, IDB, UNOPS,         
ILANUD, OAS, UN and numerous NGOs. 
In 2002 she was appointed Senior Legal Advisor for the newly created Rapporteurship on              
Childhood at the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. She has written           
numerous books and articles on children’s rights, criminal law and juvenile justice. 
 
Suhair Tobasi, Jordan 

Suhair Tobasi has more than 20 years of thorough         
professional experience in legal and justice sector as a         
lawyer, judge, mediator, and trainer. In addition to being a          
judge, she has been invested in providing advisory and legal          
support services; drafting of law, providing legal analysis and         
advisory services in the field of policy, justice and legislative          
reform, and organizing judicial training workshops. She       
trained judges, prosecutors and other relevant actors on        

juvenile justice both in Jordan and Yemen. Additionally, she managed and implemented            
national and international-donor funded projects in the justice sector and drafted strategies            
and policies for the improvement of Jordanian legal system on justice and human rights              
affairs. Judge Tobari has published in Juvenile Restorative Justice and Jordanian Juvenile            
law and attended many specialized courses and workshop at regional and international            
level. After working as a judge in Amman juvenile court, first instance court, and first               
instance criminal court, she is currently a judge in Amman Appeal Court. Judge Suhair              
Tobari is a distinguished Lecturer in juvenile justice, alternative measures (diversion) and            
domestic violence and also a regional expert accredited to the International Organization            
for Penal Reform (PRI) in the area of criminal justice for juveniles and domestic violence. 
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Maarten van de Donk, The Netherlands 
 
Maarten van de Donk (1970) studied social history at the          
Erasmus University in Rotterdam. After a period as alderman in          
one of the boroughs in Rotterdam he became consultant on          
preventive youth programmes and policy. On both positions he got          
in touch with radicalisation. Since 2012 he is fully working on this            
topic as one of the account managers in the Centre of Excellence            
of the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN). Within the Centre         

Van de Donk is supporting the working groups on Victims of Terrorism and Exit. He also                
divers trainings on radicalisation awareness and supporting EU Member States in           
implementing elements of Preventing or Countering Violent Extremism policy. 
 
IV. Honorific Committee 

  
Members of the Honorific Committee are personalities who have a significant           

influence on future developments concerning safeguards for children and young people. 
They fulfil an important, although symbolic, role; offering their moral and intellectual            
support to the World Congress cause and thus they contribute to the promotion of our               
work to protect the rights of children whether they are in contact with the law or in need of                   
care and protection. 
 

- Vĕra Jourová - Czech Republic: European Union Commissioner for Justice,          
Consumers and Gender Equality. 

- Michael O’Flaherty - Republic of Ireland: Director of the EU Agency for            
Fundamental Rights. 

- Agnes Callamard - France: UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or           
arbitrary executions. 

- Marta Santos Pais - Portugal: Special Representative of the Secretary-General on           
Violence against Children (SRSG), Office of the High Commissioner for human           
Rights (OHCHR). 
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- Manfred Nowak - Austria: Independent Expert leading the Global Study on           
Children Deprived of Liberty, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights            
(OHCHR). 

- Josiane Bigot - France: President of the French National Council for the            
Protection of Children (CNAPE). 

- Gustavo Jalkh - Ecuador: President of the Council of the Judiciary of Ecuador and              
Secretary pro tempore of the Ibero-American Judicial Summit. 

- Gilles de Kerchove - Belgium: European Counter-Terrorism Coordinator,        
General Secretariat of the Council of the European Union. 

- Yann Colliou - France: Juvenile Justice Program Manager - Terre des hommes. 
- Seree Nonthasoot - Thailand: Representative of Thailand to Intergovernmental         

Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) - Association of Southeast Asian Nations           
(ASEAN). 

- Enrique Arnanz Villalta - Spain: Sociologist and philosopher. Advisor for Social           
Policies in the European Parliament, President Esplai Foundation. 

- Wanchai Roujanavong - Thailand: Thailand's Representative to the Commission         
on the right of Women and Children (ACWC), Association of Southeast Asian            
Nations (ASEAN). 

- Jérôme Voiturier - France: Director of Uniopss (Union nationale interfédérale des           
œuvres et organismes privés non lucratifs sanitaires et sociaux). 

- Nathalie Griesbeck – France: Deputee European Parliament / Democratic         
Movement / ADLE. 

- Maria A. Fontemachi – Argentina: Presidenta y socia fundadora de la Asociación            
Latinoamericana de magistrados, funcionarios, profesionales y operadores de        
Niñez, Adolescencia y Familia. 

- Anna Katharina Deininger – Austria: Special Representative of the OSCE          
Chairmanship-in-Office on Youth and Security. 

- Kittyarak Kittipong – Thailand: Executive Director of Thailand Institute of Justice  
- (TIJ). 
- Neila Feki – Tunisia: Vice-President of the National Counter-terrorism Commission          

of Tunisia. 
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- Cecilia Sànchez - Costa Rica : Minister of Justice and Peace Costa Rica, Director              
of the United Nations Latin American Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the              
Treatment of Offenders (ILANUD) 

- Philippe Busquin - Belgium : Belgian Minister of State - Former European            
Commissioner for Research. 

 
The head of the following international institutions have been invited to become            

member of the Honorific Committee: United Nations General Secretariat, UNODC,          
UNICEF, UNESCO, UNICRI, OHCHR, Different Special rapporteurs on subject related to           
Children in contact with law, UNCCT, UNCTED, WHO, Interpol, World Bank, European            
Commission (DG Justice, DG home, EEAS), European Parliament, Fundamental Rights          
Agency, CESE, OSCE, COE, ECHR, Commissioner for Human Rights, OEA, OEA-IIN,           
CIDH, African Union, CAEDBE, ASEAN –ACEWC, ASEAN AICHR. 

 
 

V. ORGANISING COMMITTEE 
 
The Organising Committee is composed of: 

 
Avril Calder, President, International Association of Youth and Family Judges and 
Magistrates (IAYFJM), UK 
 

Avril Calder served as a Magistrate in London for 35 years,            
sitting exclusively in two specialised courts—the Inner London        
Youth Court and the Family Proceedings Court. These courts deal          
both with young offenders and with children in need of care and            
protection as well as adoption and aspects of domestic violence.          
She presided in the Youth Court from 1987 and the Family Court            
from 1991. She had oversight of training and development for          
magistrates sitting in both courts for many years and managed a           

project to publicise and explain the work of the Family Court to the general public and                
especially to ethnic minorities. 
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In the mid-1990s she was Chair of the British Juvenile and Family Courts Society, an               
affiliate of the International Association of Youth and Family Judges and Magistrates            
(IAYFJM), and organised many conferences and training events—most notably Children          
Who Kill in the wake of the Bulger case. 
In 2014 she was elected President of IAYFJM, having been Treasurer and Editor-in-Chief             
of the Association’s journal the Chronicle since 2006. 
 
Fabrice Crégut, Justice advisor, Terre des hommes (Tdh), Switzerland 

Fabrice Crégut has been working in international humanitarian aid         
and development for more than 10 years. With a Masters in           
International Law and Humanitarian Action, he has been living and          
working in South Sudan, Togo, Indian Kashmir, Tanzania and         
Afghanistan. He has been working for the last 7 years as global            
advisor on juvenile justice for Terre des hommes Foundation,         
where he participates in technical support to more than 25 field           
missions and in developing the expertise of the organization with a           
specific current interest on prevention of delinquency and violent         
extremism as well as justice in emergency settings. 

Taghreed Jaber, Regional Director, Penal Reform International (PRI), Jordan 

Ms. Taghreed Jaber is the Regional Director for Penal         
Reform International (Middle East & North Africa).  
She joined the organization in 2008 and has devoted her work           
towards penal reform and criminal justice.  
Ms. Jaber leads the organization’s regional engagement with        
decision makers, donors and relevant stakeholders, and is an         
integral advocate for penal reform within the International        
team, which focuses on juvenile delinquency issues, prison        

reform, women in detention, pre-trial detention, combating violent extremism in prison and            
arbitrary detention. A Human Rights Activist, with over two decades of experience            
working on promoting the rights of children, women and persons deprived of their             
liberty, through networking and partnering with various governmental and         
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non-governmental bodies. Ms. Jaber participated in drafting and reviewing many of the            
UN standards in relation to penal reform, she worked within a team of experts on               
formulating the UN Bangkok Rules; for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and            
Non-Custodial Measures for Women Offenders, and the Nelson Mandela Rules; UN           
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners. She is a public speaker and has               
many publications; including research papers and studies on various topics in           
relevance to human rights and penal reform, such as Juvenile Justice in the Arab World;               
(comparative study) in Jordan, Algeria, Morocco, Egypt and Yemen, as well as Alternative             
to Detention for Juveniles; in Egypt, Jordan, Yemen, Morocco and Algeria. Ms. Jaber             
holds a master’s degree in International Law (LLM) from the University of Essex in the UK,                
and a bachelor’s degree in law from Al-Ahliyya University in Amman.  
 
Cédric Foussard, World Congress Coordinator, France 
 

Cédric Foussard is an expert on justice for children, working at           
an international level. For more than a decade he was director of            
The International Juvenile Justice Observatory, an international       
not-for-profit organisation that promotes a global approach to child         
rights, especially for children in conflict with the law. Here,          
Foussard led a multidisciplinary team, to develop research and         
advocacy strategies, as well as to propose policies and legislative          
instruments and to encourage the implementation of good        
practices. He has developed a strong juvenile justice network of          

more than 10 000 experts from all over the world, and regional think tanks in Europe,                
North and Latin America, Asia-Pacific, and Africa. Foussard has organised, as well,            
numerous international events and trainings in collaboration with UN Agencies such as            
UNODC, UNICEF, OHCHR, and regional bodies like the European Commission, Council           
of Europe, Association of South East Asian Nations, etc. Foussard is currently the lead              
organiser of the World Congress on Justice for Children “Strengthening justice systems for             
children: Challenges, including disengagement from violent extremism”, which is an          
initiative of an international consortium of organisations focussed on children’s rights, and            
UNESCO through the Information for All Programme. He is member of the Youth Justice              
Journal Editorial Board for Youth Justice (Sage) and has contributed to several            
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publications such as “Justice Juvenile: les Fondamentaux” (2016 IDE) and, “70 ans de             
justice des mineurs” (2015 ed. Eres). Foussard’s has co-authored researches on diversion            
mechanism, alternatives to detention, youth and violent extremism, restorative justice etc.           
and publications including “Can anyone hear me?” Participation of children in juvenile            
justice: A manual on how to make European juvenile justice systems child-friendly (2017 –              
IJJO) and Mental Health for young Offenders (2012- IJJO).  
 
VI. MEMBERS OF THE CONSORTIUM 
  

The 2018 World Congress is being organised by a consortium of international            
organisations composed of the International Association of Youth and Family Judges and            
Magistrates (IAYFJM), Terre des hommes Foundation (Tdh), and Penal Reform          
International (PRI) along with Child Rights International Network (CRIN), Defence for           
Children International (DCI) and the Judicial Training Institute of Belgium (IGO- IFJ). 

 
 
The International Association of Family and Youth Judges and Magistrates (IAYFJ) 

Represented by: Avril Calder, President of the IAYFJM. 

IAYFJM/AIMJF is a worldwide organisation dedicated to the study and exchange of            
information on issues concerning children and young people in need of care and             
protection and/or in conflict with the law and their families. It aims to identify, publicise and                
promote best practice in these fields. The languages of the Association are French,             
English and Spanish. 

The Association has held eighteen World Congresses since its formal establishment           
in Belgium in 1928 covering areas of interest to the Association reflecting concerns of the               
day. Congresses have been of high quality, attracted a wide and knowledgeable range of              
expert speakers and discussants and have significantly influenced the development of           
policies towards children. Congresses have been held from Brussels to Melbourne, from            
Buenos Aires to Turin. The World Congress in 2018 will be the Association’s XIX              
Congress. 
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Terre des hommes Foundation (Tdh) 

Represented by Fabrice Crégut, Juvenile Justice advisor  

Terre des hommes (Tdh) is the largest Swiss organization for child relief. With             
delegations in over 30 countries and its expertise in the domains of health and child               
protection, Tdh offers practical solutions and a better future for over one million children              
and their mothers each year. This engagement is financed by individual and institutional             
support, of which more than 85% flows directly into the programs. Tdh was founded in               
Lausanne in 1960.  

Tdh projects now cover more than 20 countries worldwide in Africa, Europe, Latin             
America, Middle East and Asia. Tdh has organised the first World Congress on             
Restorative Juvenile Justice in Lima in 2009 that gathered more than 900 participants, and              
a second World Congress on Juvenile Justice in Geneva in 2015 where more than 800               
participants from more than 90 countries shared discussions on the best experiences in             
juvenile justice and agreed on a Final Declaration that recalls the main messages and the               
most important recommendations in the field of juvenile justice. 

 
 

Penal Reform International (PRI) 

Represented by Taghreed Jaber, Regional Director Middle East and North Africa  

Penal Reform International (PRI) is an independent non-governmental organisation         
that develops and promotes fair, effective and proportionate responses to criminal justice            
problems worldwide. PRI believes that in criminal justice systems that are fit for purpose:              
offenders are held to account, sentences are proportionate, and the primary purpose of             
prison is rehabilitation not retribution. PRI advocates for the rights of defendants to a fair               
trial without delay, and an end to the unnecessary use of imprisonment. PRI promotes              
alternatives to prison which support the rehabilitation of offenders and reduce the            
likelihood of re-offending. It promotes the rights of detainees to fair and humane treatment,              
and campaigns for the prevention of torture and the abolition of the death penalty, and               
works to ensure both just and appropriate responses for children and women who come              
into contact with the law. PRI works with inter-governmental organisations to bring about             
reforms that balance the rights of offenders and of victims, and provides practical             
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assistance to national policy-makers, criminal justice authorities and civil society to reform            
legislation, policy and practice.  

PRI’s Head office is in London. It leads and coordinates cross-regional programmes,           
international policy and advocacy activities, and is responsible for organisational and           
financial management. PRI regional offices in the Middle East and North Africa,           
Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the South Caucasus implement       
practical programmes and provide technical assistance at a national and regional level.            
We also work with partner organisations in South Asia. 

 

Child Right International Network (CRIN) 

Represented by: Leo Ratledge, Legal Coordinator. 

CRIN’s foundation is the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the           
Child (CRC), which it uses to bring children's rights to the top of the international agenda               
and to put pressure on national governments to promote and protect children’s rights. 

CRIN empowers local people to campaign for children’s rights in their country and             
promote the use of the law as a powerful advocacy tool. It works in partnership with                
international, regional and national coalitions, and strives to provide accessible information           
and knowledge on children’s rights to people and organisations around the world. 

CRIN is proactive and campaigns on specific issues that need urgent attention, and             
also advocates for long term change and legal reform. It wants children’s rights to be               
taken seriously, and does not avoid tackling controversial issues. CRIN collates every            
piece of information from the UN that concerns children’s rights around the world, highlight              
advocacy opportunities and disseminate news and updates on issues that might otherwise            
go unreported.  
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  IGO-IFJ (Instituut voor gerechtelijke opleiding / Institut de formation judiciaire) 

Represented by: Oral Umit, head of international affairs.  
The IGO/IFJ is an independent federal body that aims to provide a high quality of               

justice by best developing the professional competencies of magistrates and members of            
the judiciary within a European context.  

The IGO/IFJ can be distinguished from other training providers by its training used to              
develop these professional competencies: in addition to basic training, it organises training            
heavily focused on professional practice, which no other institution proposes. The IFJ            
intends to become a reference body by promoting a learning culture that values the              
expertise of magistrates and members of the judiciary within a European context.  

 
Defence for Children International (DCI) 

Represented by: Alex Kamarotos, Executive Director, Defence for Children         
International – International Secretariat. and Benoit Van Keirsblick Directeur         
DCI-Belgique. 

DCI is a leading child-rights focused, and membership-based grassroots Movement          
placing all members on equal footing. Created during the International Year of the Child              
(1979), DCI co-ordinated the NGO input for the drafting of the United Nations Convention              
on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) - the most widely-ratified human rights treaty in               
history. DCI’s mandate is to ensure ongoing, practical, systematic and concerted action            
directed towards effective implementation of the human rights codified in the UNCRC, by             
means of its effective co-ordination between different levels (national, regional and           
international) and its active membership within key networks and fora. DCI believes in a              
holistic approach to the rights of the child, including empowerment of children as actors for               
justice and advocates of their own human rights.  

As an international Movement, DCI is composed by 35 National Sections in 5             
continents, 4 Regional Desks, an International Secretariat in Geneva and a World Service             
Foundation in Brussels. DCI National Sections have their own legal status and are guided              
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by local child rights defenders committed to upholding the rights of the child through              
strategic action and effective empowerment of children. 

At the DCI International General Assembly held in Geneva in March 2017, DCI             
confirmed its commitment to maintaining justice for children as its overarching priority.            
Other strategic priorities of the Movement are violence against children, children on the             
move and children in the context of armed conflict. Moreover, deprivation of liberty, gender              
and children’s participation were identified as cross-cutting issues to all DCI’s activities. 

 

Information for All Programme (IFAP) UNESCO  

Represented by: Chafica Haddad, Chair Intergovernmental Council of Information for          
All Programme (IFAP). 

Numerous activities have been carried out in the past by UNESCO with a view to               
defining its place in the information society, particularly within the framework of the             
Information for All Programme (IFAP). 

IFAP exists to be an advocate for all people on the wrong side of the information                
divide, whether they are in developed or developing countries. Of special concern are the              
needs of women, youth and the elderly, as well as persons with disabilities. 

The Information for All Programme seeks to promote international reflection and           
debate on the ethical, legal and societal challenges of the information society and promote              
and widen access to information in the public domain through the organization, digitization             
and preservation of information. The IFAP also aims at supporting training, continuing            
education and lifelong learning in the fields of communication, information and informatics.            
Besides, it promotes the use of international standards and best practices in            
communication, information and informatics in UNESCO's fields of competence and          
promotes information and knowledge networking at local, national, regional and          
international levels.  
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WITH THE SUPPORT OF : 

Belgian French-speaking and German-speaking Commission  

Represented by: Marien Faure, Secretary General. 

Each UNESCO member state has the obligation to set up a national commission.             
The commissions for UNESCO form the national points of contact that can help UNESCO              
guide and implement its programmes. Although these commissions contribute to          
UNESCO’s activity, they also support their government by advising it on all matters within              
the organisation’s remit. Due to its structure as a federal state, Belgium has two              
commissions: The Flemish Commission for UNESCO and the Belgian French-speaking          
and German-speaking Commission for UNESCO. Since 2007, the Belgian         
French-speaking and German-speaking Commission for UNESCO has gathered experts         
appointed by the Walloon Region, French and German-speaking communities and the           
French Community Commission of the Brussels-Capital Region and civil society          
representatives. The Commission wished to entrust the examination and processing of           
applications it received to themed sub-groups (‘Education’, ‘Culture and Heritage’,          
‘Communication and Information’, ‘Social and Human Sciences’ and ‘Natural Sciences’)          
and only retain a right to decide and guide the works of the different sub-groups, as well                 
as the prerogative to formulate responses to the organisation’s major agenda documents. 

Note that the chairmanship of these themed sub-groups was intentionally entrusted           
to civil society representatives and their open membership was left to the free discretion of               
the Chairs. Its members therefore sit on a voluntary and consensual basis. 
The Commission’s priorities and activities are reviewed each year, taking into account the             
proposals and initiatives of its sub-commissions, as well according to current events. 

 

Nikhil Roy, Expert on Child Justice 

Nikhil Roy is an independent consultant working on issues relating to child rights and              
child development including justice for children, bonded and forced labour, child trafficking,            
and street-connected children. He is currently working on projects for UNICEF India            
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documenting Juvenile Justice reform processes in India and for the UK-based Consortium            
for Street Children (CSC) developing indicators to measure progress on implementation of            
UNCRC’s General Comment 21. In addition to UNICEF and CSC he has also in the past                
been associated with Penal Reform International, Save the Children UK, Anti-Slavery           
International, Minority Rights Group International and Amnesty International. His recent          
publications include co-authored papers on a) The role of civil society in reforming criminal              
justice systems for children, in The Essentials in Juvenile Justice, IDE/ Tutator, June 2017;              
and b) Children and diversion away from formal criminal justice systems, in Protecting             
Children Against Torture in Detention: Global Solutions for a Global Problem, American            
University/Washington College of Law (Center for Human Rights & Humanitarian Law),           
Spring 2017.   
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VII. PROGRAMME OF THE CONGRESS (Please note that this is a provisional 
programme. Please check the programme on the day for latest updates) 
 

Monday, 28th May 2018  
 

Challenges and trends in Justice systems for youth and their families: maintaining 
children’s rights including in cases of violent extremism. 

 
Master of Ceremony - Mr. Haitham Shibli, Deputy Regional Director, Penal Reform 
International- Middle East and North Africa Region, Based in Jordan 
  

● 8.30 - 9.30 : Registration and welcoming coffee 
 
Dance show by Kisoka Troup, "Le Soldat de Plomb", Claire Moineau, Blondy Kisoka 
 

● 9.30 - 9.45 : Introduction 
 

● 09.45 - 11.00 : Welcome addresses and inauguration  

Introduction: 
 

Speaker I - Avril Calder, President of the International Association of Youth and Family 
Judges and Magistrates, UK. 
Speaker II - Tamara Erez, Member of Terre des hommes, Switzerland. 
Speaker III - Dirk van Zyl Smit, Penal Reform International Chairperson, UK. 
Speaker III - Chafica Haddad, Chair Intergovernmental Council of Information for All 
Programme (IFAP). 

 
Inauguration:  

Speaker I - Madeleine Matthieu, General Director of Protection Judiciaire de la Jeunesse 
director, Ministry of Justice, France.  
Speaker II - Audrey Azoulay Director General of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), France. 
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● 11.00 - 12.00 : Introductory remarks “Child and Family Justice international           
challenges and trends”  

Moderator - Geneviève Avenard, President of European Network of         
Ombudspersons for Children (ENOC), French Ombudspersons for Children, France. 
Speaker I - Thea Tsulukiani, Minister of Justice, Georgia. 
Speaker II - Renate Winter, Chair of the Committee on the Rights of the Child               
(UNCRC)  Former President of the UN Special Court for Sierra Leone, Austria. 

“Dangerous childhood or dangerous children?” 
Speaker III - Graeme Simpson, Director of Interpeace USA and Senior Adviser to             
the Director-General of Interpeace, USA 
Speaker IV - Farida Abbas Khalaf, Human rights activist, Yazda organization board            
member and ISIS survivor, Iraq. 

“Improving the Interface between youth justice and child protection systems”  
 
● 12.00 - 13.30 : Lunch Break / Photo exhibition “ Every child has a story” 

 
● 13.30 -  15.00  : Plenary “Children and extreme violence: definitions, 

characteristics, pathway, recruitment and developmental approach” “. 

Moderator - Taghreed Jaber, Regional Director, Middle East and North Africa-           
Penal Reform International, Jordan. 
Speaker I - Alexandra Martin, Crime Prevention Officer with the Justice Section,            
Division for Operations at the UNODC Headquarters, Austria.  

“Children recruited by terrorist and violent extremist group: paths to          
overcome the challenges”. 
Speaker II - Huw Williams, Associate Professor of Clinical Neuropsychology and           
Co-Director of the Centre for Clinical Neuropsychology Research (CCNR), UK. 

“The developing adolescent and the attraction  to violent extremism”. 
Speaker III - Usama Hasan, Quilliam Foundation, UK.  

“Active participation of children, analyzing the situation through their eyes”.  
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Discussant - Bernard Devos, General Delegate for Children's Rights of the           
Wallonia-Brussels Federation, Belgium. 

● 15.00 - 15.30 : Coffee Break 
 

● 15.30 - 17.00 : Plenary “Preventing engagement in all forms of violence 
including extreme behaviour”. 

Moderator & Discussant - Jean-Pierre Laffite, Prosecutor and Head of Mission to            
the French Inter-ministerial Committee for the Prevention of Delinquency (CIPD),          
Ministry of Interior, France.  

Speaker I - Gilles de Kerchove, European Union Counter-terrorism Coordinator 
        Prevention of engagement in violent extremism. 
Speaker II - Manfred Nowak, Independent Expert of the Global Study on Children             
Deprived of Liberty. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) 
                    Prevention of Radicalisation in Detention 
Speaker III - Marta Santos Pais, Special Representative of the United Nation            
Secretary-General on Violence against Children (SRSG), Office of the High          
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), Portugal. 

“Milestones in children’s rights in youth and family justice vis a vis violence”. 
Speaker IV - Agnes Callamard, Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or           
arbitrary executions. Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human           
Rights, France. 
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Tuesday 29th May 2018   

 
Strengthening youth and family justice systems around the world: Concrete and promising 
practices concerning child protection, youth crime prevention, diversion and alternatives 

programmes to detention, aftercare and reintegration. 

Twenty-six simultaneous workshops will present strategies or experience to strengthen          
juvenile and family justice systems, always taking into account child participation. The            
following twelve topics will be addressed by speakers from the perspective of legal reform,              
scientific research, or validated practice. Presentations will bring best-practices,         
meta-analyses and research from evidence-based policies and practice. More than 300           
proposals have been submitted to the scientific committee. The selection is set out in the               
program below with the language(s) of each workshop . 

Themes 
 
 

1. Improving protection systems for children. How can their voice be heard? 
2. Juvenile Crime Prevention: Making children actors of their own changes. 
3. Diversion and Alternatives programmes: better understanding of children’s needs and 

development. 
4. How to reduce the number of children in pre-trial and other kind of detention? 
5. Aftercare and reintegration: Children and their community, engaging with the dialogue. 
6. Engaging multi-agency actions between child protection, justice, education and health eg 

children who appear in both Youth and Family Court jurisdictions.  
7. Gender responsive approach for girls in the justice system. 
8. Strategies to ensure that children accused or suspected of committing violent extremism 

are treated as children and afforded due process. 
9. Situation of “returnees” children: current trends and specific programmes. 
10. Preventing children from violent extremism and promising experiences in the process of 

disengagement. 
11. A fair justice for children in every context: hybridity of formal and informal justice. 
12. Advocating children’s rights: strategies to abolish inhuman sentencing: death penalty, life 

sentences. 
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● 9.00- 10.30 : 1st  Round of Workshops 

ROOM  II 
EN-FR-AR

448p 
9.00-10.30

ROOM IV 
EN-ES 
364p 

9.00-10.30 

ROOM IX 
EN (no trad) 

98p 
9.00-10.30 

ROOM III  
EN (no trad) 

61p 
9.00-10.30 

ROOM VI  
EN (no trad) 

53p 
9.00-10.30 

ROOM VII 
EN (no trad) 

41p 
9.00-10.30 

ROOM VIII 
FR ( no trad) 

45p 
9.00-10.30 

Forum I 
for the 
MENA 
Region  

 
(in 
progress
, 
conflicts 
zone 
including 
Yemen) 

Forum for 
Latin 

 / Ibero 
American 

region 
(in 

progress, 
Juvenile 
Justice 

developme
nts in Latin 
America) 

A fair justice for 
children in every 
context: hybridity 

and concurrent 
ways of approach in 
formal and informal 

justice systems 
 

● Emma Akinyi Okok 
Prosecution Counsel -   
Public Prosecutions  
Office, Kenya. 
 
●  Ellen Marrus 
Center for Children at    
the University of   
Houston Law Center,   
USA. 
 
● Malikah Marrus 
Hood College, USA. 
 
● Bruno Min 
Fair Trials London,   
UK. 
 
● Marine Braun  
DCI, Belgium. 
 
● Eric 

Vandermussele  
Flemish Union of   
Youth Lawyers,  
Belgium. 

Children Deprived of 
Liberty: Reform for more 
alternatives, Participation 

and Care PTD 
 

Moderator and discussant: 
Ton Liefaard, UNICEF Chair 
in Children’s Rights at Leiden
University, Leiden Law 
School. 
 
● Wansley Walters, 

Christy Daly 
Florida Department of 
Juvenile Justice, USA. 
 
● Louise Forde 
University College Cork, 
School of Law, 
Ireland. 
 
● Yannick van der Brink  
Child Law and 
Criminal Law, Leiden 
University, Faculty of Law, 
The Netherlands. 
 
● Stephanie Rap 
Children’s Rights, Leiden 
University, Faculty of Law, 
The Netherlands. 
 

● Douglas Keillor 
Juvenile Justice Advocates 
International, Mexico. 
 

● Rebecca Rosefelt 
University of Minnesota Law 
School, USA. 

Making 
judgments - 
Training on 

IAYFJM 
Guidelines and 

children’s 
rights 

 
● Jean 

Trépanier 
 

● Helen Stalford  
 

● Kathryn 
Hollingsworth 

 
● Jean 

Zermatten  
 

● Avril Calder 

Neuroscience 
research and 
child justice 

 
Moderator: Huw 
Williams  
Centre for Clinical 
Neuropsychology 
Research 
(CCNR), UK. 
 

● Discussant 
Philip Jaffé 
Center for 
Children's Rights 
Studies 
University of 
Geneva 
 

● Dawes Lucy  
Child Justice 
Consultant, UK. 
 
● Shauneen 

Lambe 
Just for Kids Law, 
UK/USA 
 
● Robert G. 

Schwartz  
Juvenile Law 
Center, USA. 
 

● Maria João 
Leote de 
Carvalho 

Interdisciplinary 
Centre of Social 
Science, Portugal 

Children involved in 
the process of 

violent 
radicalisation: 

perspectives from 
criminal law 

 
Moderator:  
 
● Eva Pastrana 
HELP Unit, Council 
of Europe, France. 
 
●  Nadia Beddiar 
École nationale 
de protection 
judiciaire de la 
Jeunesse,Franc
e. 
 

● Thierry 
Baranger, 
Bertrand 
Mazabraud 

Association Française 
des Magistrats de la 
Jeunesse et de la 
Famille, France. 
 
● Abder Chafi, 

Pierre Smet 
Sous-commission 
"Sciences sociales 
et humaines" de la 
Commission belge 
francophone et 
germanophone 
pour l'UNESCO, 
Belgique. 
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● 10.30 – 11.00: Coffee break 
● 11.00- 12.00 /12.30  : 2nd Round of Workshops  

ROOM  II 
EN-FR-AR 

448p 
11.00-12.00 

ROOM IV 
EN-ES 
364p 

11.00-12.00

ROOM IX 
EN (no trad) 

98p 
11.00-12.30 

ROOM III  
EN (no trad) 

61p 
11.00-12.30 

ROOM VI  
EN (no trad) 

53p 
11.00-12.30 

ROOM VII 
EN (no trad) 

41p 
11.00-12.30 

ROOM VIII 
FR (no trad) 

45p 
11.00-12.30 

Forum II 
for the 
MENA 
Region  

 
(in 

progress, 
Experienc
ing VE in 
the MENA 

region, 
including 
Algeria 

Forum for 
Latin 

 / Ibero 
American 

 
(in 

progress, 
Juvenile 
Justice 
develop
ments in 

Latin 
America) 

 Age range in judicial 
practices for children 

and young adults: 
global perspectives 

 
Moderator: Peter van 
der Laan, 
Legislative laywer, 
Council of State, The 
Netherlands. 
 
Discussant: Frieder 
Duenkel, University of 
Greifswald, Germany. 
 
● Astrid Podsiadlowski
Fundamental Rights 
Agency of the European
Union, Sector on Rights
of the child, Austria. 
 
● Marjolein Herweijer 
Council of State, The 
Netherlands 
●  Peter van der Laan 
Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam & NSCR, 
The Netherlands 
 
● Selen Siringil Perker, 

Lael E.H.Chester, 
Yohana Beyene 

Emerging Adult Project 
at the Justice Lab, 
Columbia University, 
USA. 

Keeping them out of 
the system: promoting 
diversionary measures 

for children in three 
continents 

 
Moderator: Ursula 
Kilkelly 

School of Law, University 
College Cork, Ireland 
 
Discussant: Ton 
Liefaard 
UNICEF Chair in   
Children’s Rights at   
Leiden University,  
Leiden Law School. 
 
● Ursula Kilkelly,  

 Marsha Levick, Susa   
Vivian Mangold 

School of Law, University    
College Cork, Ireland   
and USA. 
 
● Karabo Ozah, Zita 

Hansungule 
Center for child law, 
University of Pretoria, 
South Africa. 
 
● Ines Cerovic 
NGO Center for Child 
Rights, Belgrade, Serbia. 

Reducing 
offending at all 

stages: primary, 
secondary and 

tertiary prevention 
approaches 

 
Moderator: Paola 
Riva, International 
Institute for the 
Rights of the Child 
 
●  Daniela Mie 

Murata 
Justice Court of 
São Paulo, Brazil. 
 
● Aleksandra 

Chauhan 
Richland County 
Public Defender’s 
Office, USA. 
 
● Donna 

McEwan, 
Claire 
Lightowler, 
Fiona Dyer 

Centre for Youth 
and Criminal 
Justice, UK and 
Scotland. 
 
● Sabine 

Michaud, 
International 
Bureau for 
Children's Rights.  

Ending cruel, inhuman 
and degrading 

sentencing: International
strategies 

 
Moderator and 
discussant: Bernard 
Boeton, Vivere, 
Switzerland. 
 
● Anna Henry 
Global Initiative to End 
All Corporal Punishment 
of Children, UK 
 
● Ann Skelton  
UN Committee on the 
Rights of the Child 
 
● Phillip Tahmindjis  
International Bar 
Association’s Human 
Rights Institute, UK. 
 
● Dirk van Zyl Smit 
University of Nottingham/ 
Penal Reform 
International, UK. 
 
● Liz Ryan  
President & CEO, Youth 
First Initiative, USA. 
 
● Tara Libert 
CEO, Free Minds Book 
Club & Writing 
Workshop, USA. 

Age and 
discernment: 

Quid of the Best 
Interest of the 

child 
  

Moderator and 
discussant : Dr. 
Roberta Ruggiero, 
Senior Research 
Associate Centre 
for Children's Rights
Studies, University 
of Geneva 
 
● Mona Paré 
(Université 
d’Ottawa), Adeline 
Gouttenoire 
(Université  
de  
Bordeaux), Thierry 
Moreau, (Université
Catholique de 
Louvain), Ton  
Liefaard (Leiden  
University) 
 
● Pierre Rans, 

Francine Biron, 
Francoise Mainil

Service public 
fédéral Justice et 
Institut de formation 
judiciaire, Belgique. 
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● 12h30 – 14h00: Lunch Break 
● 14.00- 15.30: 3rd Round of Workshops 

ROOM  II- 448p 
EN-FR-AR 

14.00-15.30 

ROOM IV-364p 
EN-ES 

14.00-15.30 

ROOM IX-98p 
trad (IFAP) 
14.00-15.30 

ROOM III -61p 
EN (no trad) 
14.00-15.30 

ROOM VI-53p
EN (no trad) 
14.00-15.30 

ROOM VII-41p 
EN (no trad) 
14.00-15.30 

ROOM VIII-45p 
EN (no trad) 
14.00-15.30 

Customary 
justice 

through a 
child rights 

lens - 
Importance of 

data to 
stimulate 

synergies in 
contexts of 

legal 
pluralism 

 
● Adjoua 

Marguerite 
Koffi Goun 

Protection 
Judiciaire de 
l’enfance et de 
la jeunesse, 
Côte d’Ivoire. 
 
● Hynd Ayoubi 

Idrissi,  
United Nations 
Committee for 
Children 
Rights, 
Morocco. 

 
● Kristen Hope, 

Claudia 
Campistol, 
Baudouin 
Dupret, Ali 
Wardak 
Terre des 
hommes, 
Switzerland. 

Juvenile Restorative 
justice across the globe: 

Towards a better 
understanding of 
children needs 

 
Moderator: Annemieke 
Wolthuis 
Restorative Justice 
Netherlands / European 
Forum for Restorative 
Justice, The Netherlands. 
 
● Hazel Thompson-Ahye 
International Society of 
Family Law - Hugh 
Wooding Law School,  the 
Children’s Authority, The 
Caraibes. 
 
● Carla Cavaliere 
AIMJF, Internacional de 
Mujeres Juezas y 
Asociación Argentina de 
Mujeres Juezas, Argentina. 
 
● Andrea Păroşanu 
Diana Unwin Chair in 
Restorative Justice 
School of Government, 
Victoria University of 
Wellington, New Zealand. 
 

● Josineide Gadelha 
Pamplona Medeiros 

Tribunal de Justicia del 
Estado de Pará, Brasil. 
 

The 
challenges of 

child 
protection on 
the darknet 

 
Moderator: 
Boyan 
Radoykov 
UNESCO 
IFAP, France. 
 
● Chafica 

Haddad 
Chair 
UNESCO 
IFAP, 
Grenada. 
 
● Emanuelle 

Bagout  
Interpol, 
France. 
 
● Nacira 

Salvan 
Présidente du 
Cercle des 
femmes de la 
cybersécurité, 
France. 
 
● Quentin 

Aoustin 
Association 
Point de 
Contact, 
France. 

Preventing violent 
extremism : community 

based practices 
 

Moderator: Valerio de 
Divitiis Institute of Justice, 
Malta. 
 
●Edit Schlaffer 
Women without Borders, 
Austria. 
 
●Michaela Glaser 
German Youth Institute, 
Germany 
 
●Susanne Johansson 
Institute for Social Work 
and Social Pedagogy, 
Germany 
 
●Goetz Nordbruch 
Senior Researcher and 
Practicioner, Germany 
 
●Andre Taubert 
Legator, Germany 
 
● Katerina Toura 
Council of Europe, 

Education Department, 
France. 
 
● Halima Bali Mrad 
Creative Associates 
International - “Ending 
Terrorism through Tunisian 
Youth Service Action 
Locally” Program, Tunisia. 

Access to 
Justice 

 
Moderator: 
Leo 
Ratledge, 
Child Right 
International 
Network, 
UK. 
 
● Felicity 

Gerry QC  
Carmelite 
Chambers, 
UK - Charles 
Darwin 
University, 
Australia. 
 
● Oliver 

Lewis 
Doughty 
Street 
Chambers - 
University of 
Leeds, UK. 
 

● Capizzi 
Anthony, 
Dave 
Stucki  

National 
Council of 
Juvenile and 
Family Court 
Judges, 
USA. 

Regional 
Forum for 
 Europe: 
Current 

juvenile Justice
development in

Europe 
 

Moderator and 
Discussant : 
Mr Valeriu 
Ghiletchi, 
Parliamentary 
Assembly of 
Council of 
Europe, 
Austria. 
 

● Jiske Lems 
Ministry of 
Justice and 
Security, 
Netherlands. 
 

● Mikolaj 
Pawel 
Pawlak 

Department for 
Family and 
Juvenile 
Matters, 
Ministry of 
Justice, 
Poland. 

● Ingrid de 
Breit 

European 
Commission. 

Regional forum 
for North America 
 
Discussant : Ana 
Aguilar 
 

● Moderator : Lise 
Gagnon  

AIMJF représentant
 

● Elizabeth Clarke 
Juvenile Justice 
Initiative, USA. 
 

● Bernadine Dohrn 
Children and 
Family Justice 
Center, 
Northwestern 
University School 
of Law, USA. 
 

● Brian Evans 
National Campaign 
for Youth 
Justice, USA. 
 

● Marie Osborne 
Law Office of the 
Miami Public 
Defender, USA. 
 
● Sandra Mejía 

Martínez 
Red por los 
Derechos de la 
Infancia en México 
REDIM, México. 
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● 15.30-16.00 : Coffee Break 

● 16.00- 17.00 /17.30: 4th Round of Workshops 
(16.00-17.00 workshops with translation and 16.00-17.30 workshops without translation) 

 ROOM  II 
EN-FR-AR 

448p 
16.00-17.00 

ROOM IV 
EN-ES 
364p 

16.00-17.00 

ROOM IX 
EN (no trad) 

98p 
16.00-17.30 

ROOM III  
EN (no trad) 

61p 
16.00-17.30 

ROOM VI  
EN (no trad) 

53p 
16.00-17.30 

ROOM VII 
EN (no trad) 

41p 
16.00-17.30 

ROOM VIII 
EN (no trad) 

45p 
16.00-17.30 

Building resilience to 
radicalisation and 
violent extremism 

 
Moderator and 
Discussant: Margaret 
Tuite , Renee 
Sabbaght  
UNODC. 
 

● Iris Muth 
Federal  Ministry  for 
Family  Affairs,  Senior 
Citizens,  Women  and 
Youth, Germany. 
 

● Dinh Valérie  
Centre for the 
prevention of 
radicalization leading to 
violence, Canada. 
 

● Eva Christiaens, 
Wim Hardyns, Lieven 
Pauwels 

Institute for International 
Research on Criminal 
Policy, Ghent University, 
Belgium. 
 
●  Ahmad Nawwaf Raji 

Hajahjeh 
Youth Leadership 
Center, Ministry of 
Youth, Jordan. 

Children in care 
system and family 
court:  How to hear 

their voices 
 

Moderator: Isabel 
Lazaro 
Pontifical University of 
Comillas, Spain. 
 

● Hannah Couchman 
Magistrates’ Association, 
Youth and Family 
Courts, UK. 
 
● Grazia Ofelia Cesaro 
Unione Nazionale 
Camere Minorili, Italy. 
 
● Mariana Zaloaga 
Argentina 
 
● Maria Teresa Maggio  
Comisión de Derechos 
del niño, Adolescencia y 
Familia, Federación 
Argentina de Colegios de 
Abogados, Argentina. 
 
● Mohammad Abou 

Zaid 
Religious Sunni Court, 
Saida, Lebanon 

Access to 
justice for 

children on 
the move 

(in progress, 
Olivier 
Feynerol, Tdh) 
 
● Livia Stoica  
Council of 
Europe, 
France. 

Returnees 
 
Moderator: Fabric
e Cregut 
Terre des 
hommes, 
Switzerland. 
 
Discusant: Giulia 
Melotti  
UNODC, Belgium. 
 
● Sarah Williams 
London Borough of 
Tower Hamlets, 
Head of Legal – 
Social Care, UK. 
 
● Adekunle 

Adedeji 
Nigerian institute 
of advanced legal 
studies, Nigeria. 
 
● Shireen Daft 
Macquarie Law 
School, Macquarie 
University, 
Australia. 
 

● Safdar Hussain 
Pak Institute for 
Peace Studies, 
Pakistan. 

Entry point to the 
justice system: 

role of the 
child-friendly 

police 
 

Moderator: Chris 
Graveson  
International 
Advisor Children in 
contact or conflict 
with the law, New 
Zealand. 
 
● Els Dumortier, 

Sophie de 
Kimpe  

Vrije Universiteit 
Brussel- Faculty of 
Law & Criminology 
Research Group 
Crime & Society, 
Belgium. 
 
● Eva Huls  
Dutch Association 
of Youth Lawyers, 
The Netherlands. 
 
● Huseyin Batman 
Ministry of family 
and social policies, 
Turkey. 

Regional Forum for 
Asia  

 
Moderator: Alice 
McGrath 
 
Discussant: Nikhil 
Roy 
 
● Stuti Kacker  
National Commission 
for the Protection of 
 Children's Rights, 
Government of India. 
 
● Jaap E. Doek 
ECPAT International, 
The Netherlands. 
 
● Kattiya 

Ratanadilok 
Research and 
Development Institute, 
Department of 
Juvenile Observation 
and Protection, 
Ministry of Justice, 
Thailand. 
 
● Justice Madan Lokur
Indian Supreme Court, 
India. 

Regional Forum 
 for Africa 

 
Moderator:  
 
● Julia 

Sloth-Nielsen 
University of the 
Western cape and 
Leiden University. 
The Netherlands. 
 
● Raoul Nolen 
Young in Prison, 
The 
Netherlands/Kenya. 
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Wednesday, 30th May 2018   

 
Strategies to improve youth and family justice systems: overview of promising practices 

 
Master of Ceremony - Fabrice Crégut, Justice Advisor of Terre des hommes, Switzerland 
 

● 08.45 : Doors opening 
● 09.00- 10.30 : Plenary Session “Adopting appropriate child and family specific 

procedures including children involved in extreme violence”. 

Moderator - Avril Calder, President of the International Association of Youth and Family             
Judges and Magistrates, UK. 
Speaker I -  Muhammad Imman Ali, Judge Supreme Court of Bangladesh. Expert in 
Justice for Children in the Asia Pacific Region, Bangladesh. 
Speaker II - Bernardo Stadelmann, Vice Director Federal Office of Justice Switzerland 
(and Head of the Criminal Law Division including juvenile justice) 
Speaker III - Jean Etienne Ibrahim, Deputy Secretary General, Ministry of Justice of Niger. 
Speaker IV - Dennis Edney, Defence lawyer for Omar Kadhr, Canada. 

 
● 10.30 - 11.00 : Coffee Break 

 
● 11.00 - 12.00 : Plenary Session and Debate “Promising practices: community based            

and disengagement programmes, alternatives to custody programmes”. 

Moderator - Vito Angelillo, Director General of Terre des hommes, Switzerland. 
Discussant - Erica Harper, Executive director of WANA Institute, Jordan 
Introduction -  Aimée Laurentine Kanyana, Minister of Justice, Burundi 
Speaker I - Maarten van de Donk, Account Manager Radicalisation Awareness Network 
(RAN) Centre of Excellence, The Netherlands. 

“Exit programmes, lessons learnt and practices” 
Speaker II - Bessolé René Bagoro, Minister of justice, human rights and civic promotion,  
Burkina Faso. 
Speaker III - Tim Chapman, Ulster University, Northern Ireland, UK 
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● 12.00 - 13.30: Lunch / Photo Exhibition / Meeting with a Film Director  

 
● 13.30 – 15.00: Plenary Session “Regional and national strategies and mechanisms 

towards children involved in violent extremism”. 

Moderator -  Anna Giudice, Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Officer - Justice Section, 
Division of Operations, UNODC. 

Speaker I -  Representative of Ministry of Interior Lebanon. 

Speaker II - Naima Müller, Senior Legal Officer of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
of Swiss Confederation, GCFT Neuchâtel Memorandum on Juvenile Justice in the Counter 
Terrorism Context 
 
Speaker III - Anna-Katharina Deininger, Special Representative on Youth and Security, 
General OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe) Secretariat. 

Speaker IV - Muriel Domenach, Secretary General of the Comité interministériel de 
prévention de la délinquance et de la radicalisation (CIPDR - Interministerial Committee for the 
Prevention of Delinquency and Radicalization) 

 
● 15.00 – 16.30: Closing ceremony - Conclusion of the World Congress 

 
Moderator - Cédric Foussard, Child justice expert, World Congress 2018 coordinator, France 
Speaker I - Ton Liefaard, Professor of Children’s Rights and holds the UNICEF Chair in               
Children’s Rights at Leiden University, Leiden Law School. 

Restitution workshops. 
Speaker II - Children’s restitution and views on justice for children. 
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Closing Speech 
 

Speaker I - Věra Jourová, European Union Commissioner Justice, Consumers and Gender            
Equality.  
 

Closing Farewell 
 

Speaker I - Avril Calder, President, International Association of Youth and Family Judges and 
Magistrates, UK. 
Speaker II - Yann Colliou, Juvenile Justice Programme Manager - Terre des hommes, 
Switzerland. 
Speaker III - Alison Hannah, Executive Director,  Penal Reform International, UK. 
Speaker IV - Chafica Haddad,Chair Intergovernmental Council of Information for All 
Programme (IFAP) IFAP. 

 
● 16.30-17.00: Farewell coffee and drinks 
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VIII. PRACTICAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONGRESS 
 

● Registration: 

To register to the 2018 World Congress on Justice for Children please visit             
www.j4c2018.org, participatory fees policy are specified on the website. Participatory fees           
includes all conference documents, coffee breaks, a meal per day. 
 

● Call for Abstracts and Workshops : 

More than 300 proposals have been submitted to the scientific committee. The selection has              
been made and you will find it in the program of May 29th. 

● Logistics: 

The conference will take place at UNESCO House Avenue de Suffren Paris- France. A              
selection of hotels is available on www.j4c2018.org. 

 
IX. Photography exhibition: Every Child has a story 
 

Still hundreds of miles away in their village, Oscar’s parents didn’t know he was in prison for                 
stealing bus fares. A small and painfully shy boy, Oscar would nearly burst into tears whenever                
he could summon the courage to look me in the eye. Despite being arrested for a petty crime,                  
Oscar had little hope of making bail or getting an early release. 
There are one million children in prison around the world. Each one is a child – just like Oscar.                   
Each one has a story. But they are locked behind cement walls, chain-linked fences, police               
dogs, armed guards, and iron bars – just like Oscar. Their stories are locked away, too, far from                  
our comfortable lives. Telling their stories is powerful. It is the first step to their freedom. 
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X.  ANNEXES 
 
Previous World Congresses 
 

●  2015 World Congress on Juvenile Justice 
 The Swiss Government and Terre des      

hommes organized the 2015 World     
Congress on Juvenile Justice. It took place       
in Geneva from 26th to 30th January       
2015. 

The conference attracted more than 900     
delegates from over 90 states and from       
civil society. The World Congress served      
as a forum for dialogue to encourage       

stakeholders on the international stage to work together for the improvement of responses to              
the issue of children in conflict with the law. The event also focused on the responses to various                  
specific situations children are faced with. The World Congress on Juvenile Justice was             
concluded with the adoption of a Final Declaration promoting the principles of a child-friendly             
and restorative justice. 

 

● 18th IAYFJM Congress: ‘United in Diversity’ Hammamet, Tunisia, from 21 to 24            
April 2010. 

International Congresses are a significant part of the work of IAYFJM.           
They take place every four years and are an opportunity for exchanges            
between people from all over the world who are engaged in child or             
family protection to discuss matters falling within the jurisdiction of the           
Family Courts or Youth Courts. 

The subjects of these Congresses reflect not only the full range of            
professional issues, but also social and political current developments,         
impacts on child protection and juvenile and family justice. 
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The 18th Congress of IAYFJM was held in Tunisia in partnership with the Tunisian Association               
for the Rights of the Child (ATUDE).  
Prominent experts, personalities and delegates from all over the world took part. The Congress              
provided an important opportunity to discuss various issues related to children’s rights and the              
child and society. It covered issues such as child trafficking, the unaccompanied child and child               
soldiers which were to become more widespread and challenging in succeeding years. The             
proceedings resulted in the Declaration of Tunis which was submitted in May 2010 to the United                
Nations Economic and Social Council’s Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice            
at its nineteenth session in Vienna. 
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XI. SUPPORTING PARTNERS 
 
Under the Haut-Patronage of : 

 
And we would like to give a special thanks to all the supporting partners of the World 
Congress: 
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